Front Loader
Ideal for farm work, the M5660SU's new Front Loader is fully
integrated with a slanted boom that offers greater visibility and
cleaner sight lines to the sides of the bucket and loader. The curved
look is sleek too, matching the lines of the hood and the tractor's
overall design.

Sturdy Steel Frame
The frame of the front loader maintains its sturdy, thick steel frame,
but its design has been simplified by removing braces and connectors.
This helps to lessen effort and shorten the time it takes to attach the
loader and offers increased visibility.

Quick-Mount Attach/Detach
Attach or detach the front loader quickly without the use of tools. The
boom stands and mounting pins make this task a snap, allowing an
extra measure of productivity and tractor versatility.

2-Lever Quick Coupler
This standard M-Series feature makes attaching buckets, bale spears
and pallet forks quick and easy.

4-Bar Linkage
A 4-bar bucket linkage system increases the rollback and dumping
angle for quicker scooping and dumping.

3rd Function Valve
The optional 3rd function valve broadens the scope of the front
loader operation by enabling the use of a grapple bucket and various
other hydraulically controlled attachments. The 3rd function valve
can be activated with buttons located on the grip of the joystick.

Greater Lifting Power
The M5660SU now features a more powerful boom that provides
even greater lifting power and height, so you can get more work done
with less effort. Two boom cylinder fulcrum positions (Power and
Height) let you adjust the boom to fit the job. When doing bucket
work, which requires greater power, set the boom cylinder to the
Power position. When performing pallet fork or bale spear tasks,
which benefit from higher lifting heights, set the boom cylinder to the
Height position.

Joystick Control
An easy-to-operate joystick gives you complete control over the
loader’s movement and speed. The joystick is located in front of the
control console for fast and easy access. The Series Circuit lets you
simultaneously operate the boom and bucket, while the Regenerative
Bucket Dump Circuit quick and efficient dumping.

Protected Cylinder Tubes
To better protect the tractor hydraulics and offer the operator more
visibility, the hydraulic tubes are neatly tucked inside the loader
boom. Hydraulic tube covers further provide protection from wear
and tear.

